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sUmmary
to study the specificity of genomic aiD targeting a variety of genome-wide and whole-genome 

approaches have been performed.1-7 Differential changes in Dna demethylation5, chromosomal 

translocations1, 3, and mutations4, within specific genomic elements have been measured 

between Aicda+/+ and Aicda-/- cells and directly related to aiD biology. to evaluate the strength 

of the evidence that links these measured differences to aiD biology, we developed a guideline 

that can be applied on genome-wide and whole-genome studies. although in-depth quality 

control of data should still be customized to specific assay needs, this guideline enables a rapid 

judgement of the strength of the experimental approach. by applying this guideline we reveal 

that all claims on genome-wide aiD binding/activity depend on non-validated experiments 

(table 1). this unbiased analysis has major consequences on the view of aiD’s role in inducing 

chromosomal translocations, b cell malignancies, and future research activities.

Table 1. Unbiased evaluation of genome-wide studies on aiD. by applying the guideline, the strength of the 
studies are revealed. notably, none of the results are validated with independent materials and methods. 
in addition, all studies (except for kato et al. Pnas, 2011) solely dependent on Aicda-/- mice, which are 
shown to be developmentally affected (hogenbirk et al. Plos one, 2013).
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gUiDeline
Control 1: The relevance of biological replicates 
When performing experiments involving next-generation sequencing (ngs), a library is 

generated, sequenced, and mapped to a reference genome. Uniquely mapped sequences can 

constitute of three types of reads: noise (random), reproducible background (e.g. sonication 

hypersensitive sites8) and true signal. since each protocol will introduce its own flaws (e.g. due 

to Pcr amplification skewing, slightly different cell culture conditions, gc biases, etc.) the 

contribution of each type of read differs per experiment, per sample, and per genomic interval. 

although within a sample the types of reads are not reliably uniform distributed, it can be 

estimated from which of the three types a specific read is founded by repeating the experiment 

at least once9. after reproducing sequence libraries of both the reference (e.g.  Aicda-/-) 

and condition under investigation (e.g. Aicda+/+) the obtained biological replicates can 

be used to discriminate between technical variation and biological differences. biological 

replicates are indispensable in determining the precision of any test method, this includes 

ngs-based techniques.9

Control 2: Inclusion of positive/negative controls
after the experiment has been reproduced, the positive (and negative) controls, which are 

genomic elements in which a difference is expected, can be measured (or not). ideally, these 

genomic elements are selected a priori. also technical controls can be included. Well-chosen 

intra-experimental controls help to reduce the amount of alternate explanations of the results 

obtained. of note, without the inclusion of biological replicates, measurement of controls 

is insufficient.

Control 3: Applying proper normalization methods
if a small number of genomic regions consume a substantial proportion of the sequencing 

library then the remaining genomic regions of this condition are undersampled when 

normalized to library size (like the conventional normalizing methods Tags Per Million reads 

(tPm) and Reads Per Kilobase per Million mapped reads (rPkm)).6-7 if a small number of genomic 

regions consume a substantial proportion of the sequencing library for only one of the two 

conditions, then subsequent determination of differences between the two conditions, after 

conventional normalization, will skew the differential calls and introduce both false positive 

and false negatives results.10 thus, the library compositions of all samples cannot be ignored in 

the choice of a proper normalization method for an experiment designed to measure genome-

wide differential changes.10

Control 4: Applying appropriate statistics
after proper normalization and subsequent determination of differences per genomic interval, 

a statistical confidence measure should be associated with each difference. this may for 

example be obtained by applying a fisher’s test per genomic interval. it is important to realize 
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that p values are only statistically valid when a single score is computed. this is problematic 

in high-throughput experiments were many tests are simultaneously performed. therefore 

at least a multiple-testing correction procedure, based on the number of test performed 

(i.e. number of genomic intervals under investigation), must be applied to adjust statistical 

confidence measures and obtain statistical robust results.11

Control 5: Clear target definition
be upfront on the rules/criteria why a differential genomic element is of interest. for example, 

be upfront on the normalization and statistical method used in defining a genomic element as 

differential between two conditions.

Control 6: Confirmation of results with independent M&M
after defining the pool of genomic elements of interest the results must be validated with 

independent material and methods. it is important to realize that each previously unknown 

genomic element was not predicted as differential between the two conditions of investigation, 

but retrospectively found. this implies that for those elements a hypothesis has only been 

generated and not tested yet (retrospective: hypothesis-generating, prospective is hypothesis-

driven). therefore another experiment (using independent materials and methods) should be 

designed to test whether the compound/protein of interest is indeed related to the differences 

measured. such an experiment should exclude confounding issues (figure 1, 2).12 the extent 

Figure 1. Aicda-/- mice are improperly backcrossed while used in chiP-seq experiment. although the 
authors claim that Aicda-/- mice are backcrossed for 12 generations, snP analysis of the Aicda-/- sequence 
library reveals that this can not be the case. this analysis revealed that cba snPs are found throughout 
the genome, while completely absent in Aicda+/+ mice (data not shown). besides many more design flaws 
(table  1), this will undoubtedly further have biased the results obtained as snPs will reduce mapping 
efficiency due increased mismatches in Aicda-/- sample with the mouse reference genome (figure 2).
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by which different materials and methods can be used to validate the newly found genomic 

elements, co-determines the confidence of the final conclusions. 

Follow up: Data integration
after excluding confounding as causal for the changes measured in genomic elements, and 

confirming that the change depends on the compound/protein of interest, it is essential to 

determine how the protein relates to this difference. this can be either direct or indirect. 

in general, this is difficult and can be highly speculative. but integration of the results with 

conclusions from well validated work of other labs or experiments can be used in this process. 

this also precludes that results obtained from one lab stand on their own. by integrating data, 

with those generated by other labs, models are continuously improved and new hypotheses 

can be generated. 

acknoWleDgements
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Figure 2. Differential read mapping between Aicda-/- and Aicda+/+ due to conserved snPs (in Aicda-/- 
sample). for each sequencing approach it holds that after sequencing, and initial read processing, 
sequence reads of both conditions are mapped/matched to corresponding genomic regions of a 
reference genome. Differences in mapping efficiencies due snPs are found in a conserved region around 
the aicda locus.
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